l e t t e r s
The promiscuous nature of T-cell receptors (TCRs) allows T cells to recognize a large variety of pathogens, but makes it challenging to understand and control T-cell recognition 1 . Existing technologies provide limited information about the key requirements for T-cell recognition and the ability of TCRs to cross-recognize structurally related elements 2, 3 . Here we present a 'one-pot' strategy for determining the interactions that govern TCR recognition of peptide-major histocompatibility complex (pMHC). We measured the relative affinities of TCRs to libraries of barcoded peptide-MHC variants and applied this knowledge to understand the recognition motif, here termed the TCR fingerprint. The TCR fingerprints of 16 different TCRs were identified and used to predict and validate cross-recognized peptides from the human proteome. The identified fingerprints differed among TCRs recognizing the same epitope, demonstrating the value of this strategy for understanding T-cell interactions and assessing potential cross-recognition before selection of TCRs for clinical development.
The antigen specificity of T cells is conferred by the TCR's highly variable complementarity-determining regions (CDRs), which interact with the pMHC 4 . Cellular immunity requires a pool of naive T cells (the T-cell repertoire) that can recognize a multitude of potential pMHC antigens that may originate from infections or cellular transformation. If a given TCR could recognize only a single combination of peptide and MHC, an individual would need >10 15 CD8 + T cells to provide efficient coverage of all potential foreign peptides, whereas it is estimated that an individual has only around 10 7 -10 8 different T cells [5] [6] [7] . The promiscuity of TCRs allows the recognition of numerous different pMHCs by each T cell, which broadens the recognition space and ensures the effective recognition of most possible targets.
A single TCR can interact with more than 1 million different peptide-MHC combinations 1, 8, 9 ; however, owing to technical limitations, little is known about the extent of promiscuity for any particular TCR or the patterns that govern the exact hierarchical avidities to various pMHCs. Peptide-MHC display libraries in yeast 10, 11 have enabled interrogations of TCR cross-recognition and even identification of TCR targets without any preexisting knowledge of what that TCR recognizes 12 . Although such strategies theoretically offer an unbiased approach to determining the TCR recognition profile, not all possible positions are equally well represented and not all TCRs can be fully characterized 12 . Additionally, yeast display strategies have so far been developed only for the characterization of TCRs restricted to a few specific HLAs, and the technique is limited to a few specialized laboratories 10, 13 . Another approach involves the functional interrogation of T cells exposed to peptides with only one fixed amino acid and a random composition for the rest of the sequence 14, 15 ; however such approaches require many TCR-expressing cells, and do not provide an in-depth hierarchy of binding interactions, as does the TCR fingerprinting presented here ( Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Note 1).
Currently, the most widespread strategy for resolving potential cross-recognition of a TCR involves investigating the effect of single-position alanine substitutions on the reactivity of T cells 2 . This strategy is insufficient for describing the full TCR recognition profile (Supplementary Fig. 2) . Here we present an approach that enables indepth characterization of the TCR recognition patterns that are decisive for pMHC interactions, which can be easily implemented in most immunology laboratories and is applicable across all foldable MHC molecules. We leverage the use of DNA barcode-labeled MHC multimers 16 , which allows a 'one-pot' strategy whereby the interaction of one clonal TCR with multiple related pMHC epitopes can be assessed simultaneously 17 . This is possible (i) because the sequencing-based t cell receptor fingerprinting enables in-depth characterization of the interactions governing recognition of peptide-MHC complexes l e t t e r s readout of the DNA barcode-based MHC multimer analysis allows direct quantification of the relative interactions of a given TCR with multiple pMHC variants and (ii) because the high complexity of DNA barcodes enables the generation of large libraries of differently labeled pMHC multimers. On the basis of such analysis, a hierarchy of pMHC interactions can be determined. The feasibility of this approach for accurately determining the affinity-based hierarchy and the limitations related to alanine-only substitutions are presented in Supplementary Figure 2 and Supplementary Data 1 and 2, and the technical requirements for this strategy are described in Supplementary Notes 1 and 2.
We first investigated the recognition pattern of two different TCRs isolated from individual patients with Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC), each recognizing a different Merkel cell polyomavirus (MCPyV)-derived peptide: APNCYGNIPL (denoted as APN), restricted to HLA-B*0702, and EWWRSGGFSF (EWW), restricted to HLA-A*2402 (ref. 18) . A collection of DNA barcode-labeled MHC multimers was produced for each TCR, containing all the peptides generated from sequentially substituting every single amino acid of the two original decamer peptides with all naturally occurring amino acids (n = 191 for each library) (Supplementary Data 3 and 4). For the HLA-B*0702 APN -engaging TCR, these data showed that the original amino acids asparagine at position 3, tyrosine at position 5, and glycine at position 6 were essential for maintaining binding between the TCR and the MHC-bound peptide. In contrast, there was some flexibility at positions 2, 7, 8 and 10, and the amino acids present at positions 1, 4 and 9 seemed to be the least critical for the TCR to recognize the MHC-embedded peptide (Fig. 1a-c) . For the HLA-A*2402 EWWengaging TCR, the glycine at position 7 and the phenylalanine at position 8 were critical for maintaining the interaction between the TCR and the MHC-bound peptide. Positions 2, 4, 5, 6, 9 and 10 were less restricted in terms of amino acid requirements, but did display some selectivity. Barely any effect was seen when amino acids at positions 1 and 3 were substituted ( Fig. 1d-f) . Moreover, when applying the same two MHC multimer libraries to screen peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from healthy donors, we found no noteworthy signal or weighted preference for any amino acids (Fig. 1a,d and Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4) . Notably, results from screening of both TCRs showed that amino acid substitutions at the peptide-MHC anchor positions, which are predicted to impede peptide-MHC binding, can still allow the pMHC-TCR interaction (Fig. 1g,h and Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6). We experimentally validated this using an APNCYGNIPL-based alanine substitution library to assess pMHC binding to HLA-B*0702 by MHC ELISA 19 , which showed that peptides with 40% reduced MHC binding capacity (compared to the original sequence) retained a level of pMHC-TCR interaction similar to that of the original MHC-bound peptide (Supplementary Fig. 5 ).
We also verified that all HLA-A*2402-EWWRSGGFSF peptide variants were stable during the course of the experiment by conformationally dependent enrichment of the pMHC library and by direct MHC tetramer staining using peptide-MHC complexes with various binding affinities (Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Consequently, the MHC anchor residues play a minor role in the TCR fingerprint (Fig. 1c,f) , but are important for the natural presentation of peptides. This may be a consequence of the pMHC production strategy using ultraviolet-mediated peptide exchange technology 20 , which allows low-level stabilization of MHC complexes even when using peptide variants of very low affinity to a given MHC.
To gain a deeper understanding of the pMHC complexes, we next generated an in silico structure-based model of each of the original peptides: APNCYGNIPL bound to HLA-B*0702 and EWWRSGGFSF bound to HLA-A*2402 (Supplementary Figs. 7 and 8 and Supplementary Data 5 and 6). This served to visualize the 'best fit' of the respective peptides in the MHC pocket and could partially explain the amino acids essential for TCR recognition of pMHC, particularly the glycines at positions 6 and 7 of the HLA-B*0702-and A*2402-bound peptides, respectively. An unfavorable change in energy when substituting with any amino acid at these positions suggests that these glycines may be important to maintaining the peptide in a conformation that promotes TCR engagement, but that they are not necessarily direct interaction points for the TCR. Thus the TCR fingerprint illustrates (i) the amino acids essential for direct interaction between the TCR and the pMHC and (ii) the moieties crucial for maintaining a peptide conformation that favors such interactions.
A potential limitation of the current technology is the lack of assessment for TCR interactions arising from mutual amino acid variations at several defined positions. To determine the potential impact of such mutual variations, we designed a library consisting of peptides with two independent alterations at every position from 4 to 8. To minimize the library size, only high-affinity HLA-A*2402 binding peptides were included (n = 776, Supplementary Data 7). The majority of the mutually substituted peptides showed decreased TCR interaction properties compared to single-position amino acid variations when screened in parallel (Fig. 1i) . Several mutually beneficial amino acid combinations could be identified at positions 4 and 5 ( Fig. 1j and Supplementary Fig. 9 ), reflecting the preferences and flexibility determined by the original fingerprint at these positions (Fig. 1f) . Notably, alanine at position 6 specifically allowed isoleucine or methionine at position 8 ( Fig. 1k) , which are the only alternative residues tolerated at this position as determined by the original fingerprint. For the restricted positions 7 and 8, no alternative amino acid combinations were tolerated despite the mutual substitutions (Supplementary Fig. 9 ). TCR recognition of selected peptides with multiple substituted amino acids was confirmed by direct MHC tetramer staining (Supplementary Fig. 9 ). Thus, although the mutual substitutions did reveal favorable interactions and limit the combinatorial space for possible peptide interaction partners, they did not show unique interaction requirements that were not accounted for in the original fingerprint.
We next set out to resolve the recognition pattern of different TCRs recognizing the same target. We first investigated two murine transgenic TCR cell lines, OT-1 and OT-3, which have been reported to have high and low functional avidity, respectively, to the H-2Kb-restricted peptide SIINFEKL 21 . These T cells were screened with a library of 153 DNA barcode-labeled MHC multimers holding single amino acid substitutions of the SIINFEKL peptide (Supplementary  Data 8) . The hierarchy of pMHCs (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary  Fig. 10 ) was again used to generate individual TCR fingerprints to visualize the amino acids critical for TCR recognition (Fig. 2c,d ). Both TCRs were highly dependent on the original amino acids at positions 6 (glutamic acid) and 7 (lysine). However, while the OT-1 TCR was more flexible at these positions, tolerating other amino acids with the same properties, it had a higher dependence on the original amino acids at positions 1 (serine) and 4 (asparagine) than the OT-3 TCR. T cell staining using fluorescently labeled MHC multimers carrying one of seven SIINFEKL variants supported the different binding properties of the two TCRs (Supplementary Fig. 11 ).
We then examined 12 different TCRs derived from four patients with MCC 22 (Supplementary Data 9) . These TCRs all recognized the same HLA-A*0201-restricted nonamer peptide KLLEIAPNC, derived from the common region of the oncogenic proteins, large and small T antigen, of MCPyV. The individual TCR recognition patterns were l e t t e r s determined by screening each clone with the same library of 192 DNA barcode-labeled MHC multimers holding the KLLEIAPNC peptide variants (Supplementary Data 10) . Notably, we observed a substantial variance in the TCR fingerprints of these TCRs, even among those derived from the same patient. The most notable recurring pattern was a preference for the hydrophobic amino acids isoleucine, Not screened l e t t e r s phenylalanine or valine at position 5 ( Fig. 2e) , although the influence of these amino acids varied between the TCRs. The pattern of similarity was clearly evident when clustering the 12 TCR fingerprints in a hierarchical manner ( Fig. 2e and Supplementary Fig. 12 ).
A weaker restriction at position 5 appeared to be associated with a strong requirement for proline at position 7 and, in some cases, asparagine at position 8. Furthermore, several TCRs required glutamic acid or methionine at position 4; these positions were sometimes more important for TCR recognition than the hydrophobic amino acid at position 5. Clone 5 from patient w876 had an additional preference for amino acids with a positive side chain, lysine or arginine, at position 1. We validated two of the TCR fingerprints with distinct characteristics (clones 2 and 5 from patient w876) by assessing the functional capacity of the corresponding T-cell clones for recognition of alanine substitution variants of KLLEIAPNC ( Fig. 2f and Supplementary  Fig. 12 ). Although the TCR recognition pattern is ultimately determined by the TCR sequence, the specific involvement of α and β variable regions did not explain all of the differences observed between the TCR fingerprints (Supplementary Data 9). The distinct TCR recognition patterns of the individual clones also imply a quantifiable difference in the number of potential peptide sequences that may be recognized by each TCR. On the basis of the fingerprint profile, we calculated for each clone any possible substitution that resulted in a similar or enhanced pMHC-TCR interaction compared to the original peptide sequence. This simplistic approach does not consider potential mutual substitution biases (for example, unfavorable amino acid combinations) and defines a fixed number of MHC anchor residues. The 12 TCRs analyzed here may recognize a range of 12 to 28,080 different peptide sequences with similar or increased affinity compared to the original KLLEIAPNC peptide (Supplementary Data 11). Of note, we observed that the number of potential targets for a given TCR inversely correlated to the functional avidity of the interrogated T cells (Fig. 2g) . This indicates that the TCR recognition pattern may not only be useful for further characterizing TCRs with respect to their range of potential pMHC targets, but may also hint at their functional capacity.
To investigate the range of potential pMHC targets, we next used the TCR fingerprints of the 12 HLA-A*0201 KLLEIAPNC-specific T-cell clones (Fig. 2e) to predict peptides from the entire human proteome that may be potentially cross-recognized by each TCR. We used the Find Individual Motif Occurrences (FIMO) software package 23 to create a priority list based on the likelihood of cross-recognition Clone 5.5 w876
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Clone 4 w830
Clone 1 w683
Clone 6 w876 l e t t e r s between the TCR and the human proteome. On the basis of the top 1,000 sequences from this priority list, for each TCR, we generated a correlation matrix illustrating the overlap of potential cross-recognition between the different clones ( Supplementary Fig. 12 ). This overlap follows the patterns of the TCR fingerprint, with clones 2 and 3 (from w678) sharing very similar profiles, which are quite distinct from the other clones, and clone 5 (from w876) having a unique profile. From the priority list, we applied the top ten sequences of each TCR (Supplementary Data 12) , along with the original peptide, to experimentally evaluate the cross-recognition through one combined DNA barcode-labeled MHC multimer library (n = 75) used to stain all 12 T-cell clones. We were able to confirm some level of recognition against 25 of the 75 peptides ( Fig. 3a and Supplementary Data 12) . We again observed distinct cross-recognition properties of clones 2 and 3 from patient w678 and clone 5 from patient w876. For the most prominent hit (related to clone 5), we confirmed the cross-recognition of peptide (KTVGIYPNA) by conventional fluorescence-based tetramer staining (Fig. 3b) and by intracellular cytokine staining after stimulation with peptide-pulsed HLA-A*0201-expressing cells (Fig. 3c) . This peptide had a 44% sequence overlap with the original peptide. From the pool of cross-reactive peptides, the vast majority were predicted not to bind HLA-A*0201 ( Fig. 3a and Supplementary Data 12) , minimizing the actual risk of clinically relevant cross-recognition. However, low-affinity peptides have been identified as targets for T-cell recognition 24 . The exemplified cross-recognized peptide KTVGIYPNA is predicted as a low-affinity ligand (netMHCpan percentage rank score of 3.2), but with a confirmed functional recognition (Fig. 3c) . It is derived from ST6 N-acetylgalactosaminide (Supplementary Data 13) and expressed at medium to high levels in myocytes. Consequently, we predict that muscle tissue would be at direct risk of attack if one were to apply such TCR in a clinical setting. In summary, our data demonstrate the feasibility of a one-pot approach for generation of TCR fingerprints and the utility of this method for characterizing potential TCR cross-recognition. This is valuable because the promiscuity of TCRs provides an intrinsic challenge to the use of TCRs in clinical applications and increases the risk of autoimmune reactions 25 . Although TCRs from patients have undergone thymic selection, the strategies applied for TCR gene therapy may override additional peripheral tolerance mechanisms that normally work to avoid cross-recognition of healthy tissues. Consequently, critical adverse events may arise from the use of natural TCRs 26 . Additionally, many TCR transgenic strategies have involved the optimization of TCR affinity, for example through deep mutational scanning 27, 28 , without understanding the impact of such modifications in terms of pMHC recognition profiles.
Direct evidence for pathological effects from TCR cross-recognition stem from a clinical trial of adoptive cell therapy using such an affinity-optimized TCR for transduction of T cells 3, 29 . Severe adverse events were observed in this trial due to cross-recognition of healthy tissue, including two cases of fatal toxicity linked to T-cell crossreactivity between the melanoma-associated antigen (MAGE-A3) and a titin-derived peptide expressed in healthy cardiac cells 3, 29 . With only 55% sequence overlap between those two peptides, this case highlights the great challenge facing preclinical evaluations of TCRs 3, 29, 30 . The fingerprinting strategy presented here provides a screening tool for understanding the TCR recognition profile in greater detail before selection of TCRs intended for clinical development.
METHoDS
Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated accession codes and references, are available in the online version of the paper. Generation of DNA barcodes and dextran conjugation. Attachment of 5′ biotinylated AxBy DNA barcodes to PE-and streptavidin-conjugated dextran was performed as described in ref. 16 . Oligonucleotides containing distinct 25-mer nucleotide sequences 31 were purchased from LGC Biosearch Technologies (Denmark), and PE-and streptavidin-conjugated dextran was provided by Immudex (Denmark) and FINA Biosolutions LCC (USA). All oligonucleotides carry a 6-nt unique molecular identifier 32 . Figure 9 , the variants comprise peptides with two independent amino acid substitutions at all positions from 4 to 8. These positions were substituted with all combinations of 12 different amino acids (T, R, P, N, M, K, I, G, F, E, C and A) to minimize the total library size. For the same purpose only high-affinity peptides (%rank < 0.5) were synthesized and included in the MHC multimer analysis, accumulating to 782 different peptides that were substituted at two positions simultaneously (Supplementary Data 7) . Peptides were purchased from Pepscan (Pepscan Presto) and dissolved to 10 mM in DMSO.
Peptide libraries. Most of the collections of peptide variants applied in this
MHC monomer production. UV-sensitive ligands were synthesized as previously described 19, 20, 33 . In brief, recombinant HLA-A*0201, HLA-A*2402, HLA-B*0702 and H-2Kb heavy chains and human or mouse β 2 microglobulin light chain were produced in Escherichia coli. HLA and H-2 heavy and light chains were refolded with UV-sensitive ligands and purified as described in ref. 34 . Specific peptide-MHC complexes were generated by UV-mediated peptide exchange 19, 20, 33, 35 . The stability of various peptide-MHC complexes generated through UVexchange was investigated further as described in Supplementary Note 3.
Generation of DNA barcode-labeled peptide-MHC multimer libraries. DNA barcode-labeled peptide-MHC multimers, all carrying a common fluorescent PE label, were generated as previously described 16 . Immediately before staining, barcode-labeled MHC multimers were centrifuged for 5 min at 3,300g and pooled (0.0036-2.3 pmol of each pMHC per sample) to enable parallel staining. An aliquot of ~5 µL of the MHC multimer reagent pool was stored at −20 °C for baseline analysis. DNA barcode amplification. DNA barcode amplification was performed as previously described 16 . PCR amplification was conducted on isolated cells (in <20 µL of buffer) or on a stored aliquot of the MHC multimer reagent pool (diluted 50,000× in the final PCR), which was used as the baseline to determine the number of DNA barcode reads within an unprocessed MHC multimer reagent library. PCR products were purified with a QIAquick PCR Purification kit (Qiagen, 28104). The amplified DNA barcodes were sequenced at Sequetech (USA) using an Ion Torrent PGM 316 or 318 chip (Life Technologies).
Processing of sequencing data derived from multimer-associated DNA barcodes. Sequencing data were processed by the software package Barracoda, available online at http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/barracoda. This tool identifies the barcodes used in a given experiment, assigns sample ID and pMHC specificity to each barcode, and counts the total number of reads and clonally reduced reads for each pMHC-associated DNA barcode. Furthermore, it accounts for barcode enrichment, expressed as log 2 Generation of fluorescently labeled MHC tetramers. MHC tetramers were assembled on PE-conjugated streptavidin (BioLegend, Nordic Biosite, Denmark) as previously described 36, 37 and acquired on a BD LSR Fortessa. Gating strategy exemplified in Supplementary Figure 13 .
T-cell functional assays. T-cell functionality was evaluated from EC 50 values (interferon-γ secretion) or through intracellular cytokine stainings as described in Supplementary Note 4.
TCR gene capture. For HLA-B*0702 APN -and HLA-A*2402 EWW -responsive CD8 + T cells, TCR gene capturing was performed as previously described 38 . Briefly, DNA isolated from MCC CD8 + T cells was sheared to fragments of 500-600 bp with a Covaris system (S-series, D10%, I5, C/b 200, 30 s), and the resulting DNA fragments were purified with SPRI beads (Agencourt). Sequence library preparation was performed using the TruSeq DNA Sample Preparation kit (Illumina) with the adaptation of only seven cycles for the final library amplification. Illumina TruSeq 6-bp indexes (as designed by the manufacturer) were used for multiplexing. Multiplexed TCR captures were performed using a custom-designed Agilent SureSelect bait library with the following adaptations: pools of six to eight DNA libraries were captured with 1:10 of a bait reaction and block 3 in the hybridization mixture was replaced with a custom NKI block 3. The NKI block 3 consisted of equal amounts of two DNA oligonucleotides (IDT-DNA, Iowa, USA) at 16.6 µg µl −1 :NKI 3.1 5′-AGATCGGA AGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACNNNNNNATCTCGTATGCCGT CTTCTGCTTG/3′ddC/-3′ and NKI 3.2 5′-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATAC GAGATNNNNNNGTGACTGGAGTTCAGAC GTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT/ 3′ddC/-3′. Captured library fragments were split into two fractions and PCR enrichment (15 cycles) was performed using the Illumina P5 and P7 oligonucleotides (IDT-DNA, Iowa, USA): P5 primer 5′-AATGATACGGCGAC CACCGAGATCT-3′ and P7 primer 5′-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAG-3′.Quantification of PCR reactions was validated on a BioAnalyzer DNA Chip (Agilent) and reactions were combined in equal amounts and diluted (10 nM) afterwards. Paired-end sequencing was performed using the Illumina Hiseq2000 platform with a read length of 75-100 bp. CDR3 TCR sequences were identified from the sequencing data as previously reported 39 .
KLL-specific CD8 + T cell clones. Simultaneous sequencing of TCRα and TCRβ repertoires was performed as described in ref. 40 .
TCR transduction. Retroviral transduction was performed as previously described 41 . Briefly, Phoenix-A cells were used as packaging cells and were transfected with 10 µg of retroviral plasmid DNA. Virus supernatant was harvested 2 d after transfection and was either used immediately or was snap-frozen and stored at -80 °C. PBMCs were activated by CD3/CD28 beads (human T cell expander; Invitrogen/Dynal) in a 1:2 ratio (cell/bead). After 30 min of incubation at room temperature, non-CD3 + cells were removed by magnetic separation. Cells were incubated in RPMI media + 10% human serum containing IL-15 (Peprotech; 5 ng/mL) and rh-IL-2 (Novartis; 100 IU/mL). For bead-based transduction, beads were incubated with retronectin overnight at 4 °C. Beads were washed with PBS and blocked with 2% BSA following a 2-h incubation with virus supernatant (1 × 10 7 -2 × 10 7 beads per milliliter virus supernatant). PMBCs were incubated with virus-coated beads at a 1:10 ratio (cell/bead) for 24 h at 37 °C. The transduction efficiency was determined 5 d after transfection and was always over 60%.
Affinity predictions. The binding affinity resulting from each of the amino acid substitutions of the original peptide sequences was predicted using NetMHCpan 4.0 (ref. 42 ). The %rank is the rank of the predicted binding affinity compared to a set of random natural peptides. This measure is not affected by inherent bias of certain MHC molecules toward higher or lower mean predicted affinities. Strong binders are defined as having %rank < 0.5, and weak binders as %rank < 2.
Modeling of MHC-bound peptides. The in silico structure-based pMHC model of HLA-B*0702 APN and HLA-A*2402 EWW with the original peptide embedded in the MHC binding pocket was made using MODELLER 43 , and the conformation of the original peptide was then optimized using the robotics-based kinematic closure (KIC) 44 protocol from Rosetta 45 . The program FoldX 46 was used to model all single amino acid substitutions of the original peptide and to predict their effect on the interaction as the difference between the predicted binding energy of the MHC to the mutated and original peptide, respectively: ∆∆ = ∆ amino acid substitution -∆ original . A ∆∆ > 0 indicates that a given substitution has destabilizing properties, and a ∆∆ < 0 indicates that a given substitution has stabilizing properties.
Generation of sequence logos. TCR interaction with pMHC. The TCR fingerprints were created on the basis of the log 2 FC values calculated by Barracoda.
The amino acid substitution setup that we applied allowed us to assign a single log 2 FC value to each amino acid residue at each position in the peptide sequence. The log 2 FC of the original peptide was assigned to each of the respective amino acid residues at each position. In this way a position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) for each clone was calculated, with the number of rows corresponding to the number of positions in the peptide and the number of columns corresponding to the number of naturally occurring amino acids. We then used softmax to normalize each row of the PSSMs to sum to 1, and the resulting position-specific frequency matrices were then converted into Shannon logos 47 .
Energy-based sequence logos of peptide-MHC. The sequence logo of the structurally predicted peptide-MHC binding preference for HLA-B*0702 APN and HLA-A*2402 EWW was made using the energies from the FoldX analysis of each amino acid substitution to generate a PSSM in which each row represents positions in the peptide and each column represent an amino acid substitution. We then normalized each row in the PSSM. All FoldX energies were normalized using the following formula: The PSSMs were normalized so that each position summed to 1, and the sequence logos were then generated with the Shannon method in Seq2Logo 48 . We calculated the information content I for each position in the peptide using the following formula: Predicted peptide binding affinities. The predicted peptide binding affinity of each amino acid substitution of the original peptide sequence (shown in Fig. 1g,h ) was found using NetMHCpan-4.0 (ref. 49) .
Principal component analysis.
To visualize the inter-Shannon-logo distances, we flattened each PSSM to a vector with elements corresponding to the number of naturally occurring amino acids (n = 20) times the number of peptide positions (n = 9). We then stacked the flattened PSSMs to form a matrix with the number of rows corresponding to the number of clones and number of columns as before. On this combined matrix, we could then perform a PCA and visualize by standard methods. Hierarchical clustering was performed using PC1-PC12, and we visualized the distances using a dendrogram. Applied in Figure 2e and Supplementary Figure 12. Estimating the TCR promiscuity. For estimating the TCR promiscuity-i.e., the estimated number of cross-recognized peptides by a given TCR-the logratios were calculated by transforming the log 2 FCs given by Barracoda for each TCR to fold change using base 2 and then dividing each fold change with the fold change of the original peptide. The calculated fold-change ratios were then applied to estimate the number of possible cross-recognized peptides calculated per TCR using standard combinatorics on the positional set of log ratios larger than zero. In this calculation the anchor positions (2 and ) were included with the numbers 2 and 3 respectively, reflecting the selectivity of HLA-A*0201 (determined from the 'naturally presented ligands' given by NetMHCpan-4.0) 49 . The calculations for H-2Kb followed the same rationale, with the anchor positions (3, 5 and 8) included with the numbers 4, 4 and 3, respectively. The obtained values for TCR promiscuity were plotted against the experimentally obtained EC 50 values 22 (Fig. 2g) and are listed in Supplementary Data 11.
Prediction of cross-reactive peptides related to MCC clones. From each Shannon logo, cross-reactive peptides were predicted from the corresponding PSSMs using the Find Individual Motif Occurrences (FIMO) software package 23 , which searches the human proteome for sequences that match each logo. For each MCC clone, the ten peptides with the highest likelihood for cross-recognition to the given TCR (lowest P-value) were synthesized.
Signature of potential cross-recognition. The correlation matrix (Supplementary Fig. 12 ) was constructed on the basis of the output from the FIMO database. For each clone, the corresponding top 1,000 peptides (based on P-values) were retrieved. The total pool of top peptides from all clones was then, per peptide, scored against the Shannon PSSMs using the sum of positional scores. The set of scores per clone was then correlated all-against-all using Pearson's correlation coefficient. Lastly, the set of correlations per clone was clustered using hierarchical clustering.
Statistical analyses. The statistical processing of DNA barcode reads was developed in ref. 16 and is based on methods designed for the analysis of RNA-seq data, implemented in the R package edgeR 49 . Fold changes in read counts mapped to a given sample relative to mean read counts mapped to triplicate baseline samples are estimated using normalization factors determined by the trimmed mean of M-values method 50 . P values (applied in Fig. 3a) were calculated by comparing the read counts from each experiment (n = 2 individual samples and 75 individual DNA barcodes) with the mean baseline sample reads (n = 3) using a negative binomial distribution with a fixed dispersion parameter set to 0.1. False-discovery rates (FDRs) were estimated using the Benjamini-Hochberg method. Specific barcodes with an FDR < 0.1% were defined as significant. At least 1/1,000 reads associated with a given DNA barcode relative to the total number of DNA barcode reads in that given sample was set as the threshold to avoid false-positive detection of T-cell populations due to low number of reads in the baseline samples.
The statistical analyses in Figure 2g were conducted using GraphPad Prism 7. Normal distribution was assessed using a Shapiro-Wilk normality test, suggesting log transformation of the data. The statistical test (two-tailed) and Pearson correlation is therefore performed on log-transformed data.
Code availability. All relevant code is available from the authors. For DNA barcode analysis, the tool Barracoda is available online at http://www.cbs.dtu. dk/services/barracoda. The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement An indication of whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly
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The binding affinity of each of the amino acid substitutions of the original peptide sequences was predicted using NetMHCpan 4.0 Cross-reactive peptides were predicted from the Shannon PSSMs using the "Find Individual Motif Occurrences" (FIMO) software version 4.11.4 (http://meme-suite.org/meme_4.11.4/tools/fimo)
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and IL-2-BV421 antibody (BioLegend 500328). CD8a-BV480 (BD 566096, clone 53-6.7) and CD3-FITC (BioLegend 100206, clone 145-2C11). The dilution is given in the method section. Lot no. is not available.
Validation
Validation provided by manufacturer and each antibody was further tested and titrated using human PBMCs to ensure correct performance in the relevant setting.
Animals and other organisms
Policy information about studies involving animals; ARRIVE guidelines recommended for reporting animal research Laboratory animals wild-type male C57BL/6 mice and OT-1 and OT-3 TCR transgenic male C57BL/6 mice (age 6-12 weeks)
Wild animals
The study did not involve wild animals 
Recruitment
No specific recruitment for the present study. TCRs were selected from predescibed antigen specific T cell populations, taken for the publications given above)
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Methodology Sample preparation
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from healthy donors were isolated from whole blood by density centrifugation on Lymphoprep (Axis-Shield PoC) and cryopreserved at −150 °C in FCS (FCS; Gibco) + 10% DMSO. Mouse spleen suspensions were obtained by mashing the full spleen through a 70 μm cell strainer (Fischer Scientific). Red blood cells were lysed with RBC Lysis buffer (BioLegend) and used directly or cryopreserved at −150 °C in FCS (FCS; Gibco) + 10% DMSO.
Instrument
Cells were sorted on a BD FACSAriaFusion or acquired on a BD LSR Fortessa. Tick this box to confirm that a figure exemplifying the gating strategy is provided in the Supplementary Information.
